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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Office of facilities Siting and Development (OFSD) arranged to
conduct technical review of the Generic Requirements for a Mined
Geologic Disposal System (GR) OGR/B-2. Appendix E as required by the
System Engineering Management Plan for the Office of Geologic
Repositories SEMP) O/B-7. That review was conducted by a Technical
Review Group (TRG) to ensure that the applicable requirements of 10 CFR
Part 60 were properly incorporated in Appendix E. Generic Requirements
for Exploratory Shaft Facility (ESF) Design, Construction, and
Operations. The results of that review were documented in a report,
"Flowdown of 10 CFR 60 Requirements Into Appendix E of the Generic
Requirements for a Mined Geologic Disposal System (GR) OGR/B-2" dated
September 1988 (WESTON letter W.880927.0026, Jenkins to Lahoti, dated
September 30, 1988).

After a preliminary review of the draft report, the DOE requested that
certain follow-up actions be taken, as noted in a letter from Lahoti to
Cline, received on October 25, 1988 (Attachment A). Since several of the
members from the original TRG were o longer available, and since the
requested actions required ore of a regulatory perspective, it was
suggested to the DOE that a new group be formed with more participation
from regulatory personnel, as indicated in a note from line to Lahoti,
dated October 27, 1988 (Attachment B).

2.0 SCOPE

The scope of this review was to review the work previously done by the
TRG regarding the flowdown of 10 CFR Part 60 requirements into the GR
Appendix E, with the following objectives in mind:

1. Evaluate the checklist used by the TRG in determining the
applicability of 10 CFR Part 60 requirements to the ESF.

2. Evaluate the TRG rationale for applicability or non-applicability of
the Part 60 requirements, expanding the rationale, as needed.

3. Consider the Part 60 Statements of Consideration to esure that the
TRG conclusions are valid.

4. Give particular attention to the applicability of 10 CFR Part
60.2l(c)(l)(ii)(D) and 60.140(d)(2).

These objectives are in accordance with the actions requested by the DOE
in Attachment A. The group, however, did not evaluate the adequacy of
the GR Appendix E with respect to the inclusion of the applicable Part 60
requirements. As reflected in the above objectives, the group review
focused on the applicability of Part 60 requirements to the ESF. Draft
results were provided to the TRG to allow that group to evaluate the GR
Appendix E and develop the appropriate comment resolution sheets, a draft
mark-up of the GR Appendix E, and subsequent baseline change proposals.
These items are being submitted to the DOE separate from this report, but
consistent with the conclusions ndicated in Section 5.0.
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3.0 TECHNICAL OVERSIGHT GROUP

The technical review was performed by a multi-discipline group of
personnel qualified in their specific disciplines to act as the Technical
Oversight Group ().

As required by the Quality Assurance Plan for High Level Waste
Repositories (OGR/B-3), review team members were elected based on the
individual's background and expertise. Each team member's qualifications
were certified and documented by the team member's supervisor on a
"Proficiency Report Form" and presented to the TOG Chairman (Attachment
C).

Based the above qualifications, and taking into consideration
availability of personnel, the TOG was made up of the following ESTON
Technical Support Team personnel:

Mike Lugo (Chairman) Licensing
Dave Michlewicz Safety Assessment
Homi Minwalla Licensing
Aris Papadopoulos Engineering
Hank Bermanis Licensing
Derrick Wagg Engineering
Prasanna Kumar Engineering

The last three team members indicated above were also part of the TRG and
were selected to provide background and continuity in the review.

4.0 TECHNICAL REVIEW PROCESS

As was the cse with the TRG review, the TOG review was conducted in
accordance with the provisions of Criterion 3, Design Control", of 10
CFR Part 50 Appendix B as implemented by the 10 CFR Part 60 Subpart G QA
requirements. Specifically, the review was performed in accordance with
the DOE/HQ Quality Implementing Procedure (QIP) 3.2, Technical Reviews."

To meet the requirements of OGR/B-3 QIP 2.1, Indoctrination and
Training", reviewers were required to complete an indoctrination session
prior to commencement of the review. This session was conducted by Mike
Lugo (TOG Chairman), who explained the purpose of the review and the
review process (Attachment ), and Derrick Wagg (TRG Co-Chairman) who
explained the Technical Review Procedure (QIP 3.2) and outlined the
documentation necessary to meet the requirements of this procedure
(Attachment E). The QIP 3.2 indoctrination material used was the same
one used for the TRG indoctrination, at which Mr. Wagg was present. All
reviewers received this training and signed the appropriate attendance
record (Attachment F). At the commencement of the review, the TOG

members reviewed and agreed upon a list of the basic asumptions and

criteria to be used in determining the applicability of the requirements
(Attachment ). This list was consistent with the assumptions and
criteria used during the TRG review.
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Each TOG member was asked to evaluate each Part 60 requirement, form an
independent opinion regarding whether or not it imposed requirements on
the design, construction, or operation of the ESF, and compare such
opinion with the findings of the TRG, as contained in the September 1988
TRG Report. In prallel, Hank Bermanis (also a member of the TRG) was
asked to expand the rationales for applicability provided in the TRG
Report, reflecting the discussions that took place at the RG review
meetings (Attachment H). These expanded rationales formed the basis for
the discussions at the subsequent TOG meetings. After numerous meetings
and discussions, the TOG members reached a consensus regarding Part 60
applicability, and documented n the form of a table (Attachment I). The
TOG Report was then prepared by the TOG Chairman and provided to each TOG
member for concurrence. Each member was given the opportunity to file
any written disagreements with the group consensus. One such
disagreement was filed and is included in Attachment J.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

For consistency in review and documentation, all the Part 60 requirements
were divided into 157 requirements. Of these, 46 were found to impose
requirements on ESF design, construction, or operations, and hence were
determined to be applicable. The applicability table provided in
Attachment I also identifies, for those requirements found to be
applicable, the extent to which each requirement was addressed in the CR
Appendix E. It indicates that, of the 46 applicable requirements, 32
were adequately addressed and 14 not adequately addressed (3 were
partially addressed). This information, which was outside the scope of
the TOG review, was provided by the TRG, based on the draft conclusions
of the TOG. More detailed information regarding the adequacy of the GR
Appendix E is being provided under a separate report by the TRG.

Item 1 from Section 2.0 above is addressed in Attachment G and items 2-4
are addressed in Attachment I. With respect to 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(D), the
TOG determined it to be applicable to the extent that ESF components are
found to be important to waste isolation. However, with respect to the
shaft location, DOE would not be required to re-evaluate alternatives
because of the time when the regulations were promulgated as compared to
the time when evaluations and decisions were made relative to shaft
location. 60.140(d)(2) was found not to be applicable since it did ot
specifically stipulate requirements that would need to be imposed on the
ESF, but rther addressed requirements pertaining to particular
capabilities or characteristics of the performance confirmation program.
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ATTACHMENT A
DOE Letter Requesting Review



Memorandum

RW-223

Technical Review for the lowdown of 10CFR60 Requirements into
the GR Appendix

TO: K. Michael Cline, Weston

REFERENCE: Letter to Ram B. Lahoti from John Jenkins, Weston
dated September 30, 1988

We have reviewed the recommendations by the Technical Review
Board contained in the Report titled Flowdown of 10CFR60
requirements into Appendix E of the Generic Requirements for a
mined Geologic Disposal System (GR), OR/B-2," volumes I II,
and suggest that the following actions be taken before we can
approve the comment resolution sheets:

1. The report should include the checklist used by the Board
members to evaluate the applicability of 10 CR Part 60
criteria to ESP.

2. The rationale presented in the report for applicability or
non-applicability of 10 CFR Part 60 requirements needs to
be beefed up.

3. In addition to 10 CR Part 60, the Board needs to consider
the statement of considerations and ensure that the
conclusions reached in the report are still valid.

4. As a minimum, the Board needs to revisit 10 CR Part
60.21 (C) i) (ii) (D) and 60.140(d) (2) for their applicability
to ESF.

The proposed revisions as documented on the Thnical Review
comment sheets contained in Attachment J of the Report
should be revised if necessary, based on our comments, and
resubmitted to our office as required by QIP Procedure 3.2.



We also request that you prepare a change proposal outlining
the recommended changes along with the replacement pages to
Appendix E of OGR0-2 for formal submission to the Change
Control Board for their approval. The revised report and this
change proposal should be submitted to the Underground
Facilities Branch no later than October 31, 1988.

Any questions on this matter should be addressed to Manny Comar
of my staff.

Ram B. Lahoti, Chief
Underground Facilities anch

cc: H. Frei, RW-22
S. Kale, RW-20
R. Stein, RW-30
M. Comar, RW-223
R. Lahoti, RW-223
S. Brocoum, RW-221
D. Stucker, RW-223
J. Jenkins, WESTON
D. Siefken, WESTON



ATTACHMENT B

WESTON Recommendation Regarding
Review Group Membership



TO: Ron Lahoti c/o John Robson
cc: M. Comar

FROM: K.M. Cline DATE: October 2 1988

SUBJECT: Action Plan for Review of 10 CFR 60 Flowdown to Appendix E

After reviewing your memo to reconvene the review board we realized that
four of te members are no longer available (i.e., two from CER, nd two from
HQ); therefore, we recommend new review board. This will be consistent with
QIP 3.2 (Review Procedure). The new board will be led by Weston Licensing
instead of Weston Engineering. For this meeting we recommend the following
team:

M. Comar (HQ) - Engineering
M. Lugo (Weston) - Licensing - Lead
H. Bermanis (Weston) - Licensing
D. Michlewicz (Weston) - Preclosure Safety
A. Papadopoulas (Weston) - Preclosure Safety
C. Dell/H. Minwalla (Weston) - Licensing
D. Feaster (Weston) - Geosciences (as necessary)
D. Wagg/P. Kumar (Weston) - Engineering (as necessary)

Because of the many commitments we also recommend that this review be
completed by November 4, 1988.

Please call me regarding this memo on (202)-646-6654.



ATTACHMENT C

Proficiency Review Report Forms



PROFICIENCY REVIEW REPORT

Review Date 11/3/88

Title Licensing Section ManagerName Miguel A. Lugo



PROFICIENCY REVIEW REPORT

Review Date

TitleName



PROFICIENCY REVIEW REPORT

Review Date 11/2/88
Title Licensing EngineerName Homi Minwalla



*PROFICIENCY REVIEW REPORT

Name

Review Date

Title



PROFICIENCY REVIEW REPORT

Review Date
Title

Name H. L. Bermanis



PROFICIENCY REVIEW REPORT

Name
Re vi ew Date

Title



PROFICIENCY REVIEW REPORT

Name N. Prasanna Kumar

Review Date Aug 31, 1988

Title Mining Engineer



ATTACHMENT D

Purpose of Review and
Review Process



TECHNICAL OVERSIGHT GROUP (TOG) REVIEW OF
10 CFR PART 60 APPLICABILITY ESF

PURPOSE

Review the work previously done by the Technical Review Group TRG regarding
the flowdown of 10 CFR Part 60 requirements into the GR Appendix E, with the
following objectives in mind:

o Evaluate the checklist used by the TRG in determining the
applicability of 10 CFR Part 60 requirements to the ESF.

O Evaluate the TRG rationale for applicability or non-applicability of
the Part 60 requirements, expanding the rationale, as needed.

o Consider the Part 60 Statements of Consideration to ensure that the
TRG conclusions are valid.

o Give particular attention to the applicability of 10 CFR Part
60.21(c)(1)(ii)(D) and 60.140(d)(2).

These objectives are in accordance with the DOE memorandum from R. B. ahoti
to K. M. Cline dated 10/25/88.

EVALUATION PROCESS

1. The evaluation is to be performed in accordance with QIP 3.2 Technical
Reviews."

2. An indoctrination session will be given to the TOG in accordance ith QIP
2.1 "Indoctrination and Training.'

3. The TOG will review the conclusions of the TRG contained in the Technical
Review Report (September 1988).

4. In parallel, H. Bermanis (member of the TRG) will expand the rationales
provided in the reports with assistance from other TRG members, as needed.

5. The TOG and members of the TRG will meet to discuss the expanded
rationales and reach a consensus.

6. The TOG will document its recommendations in the form of an expanded
version of the applicability table contained i n the TRG Report. The
recommendations will be signed by each member of the TOG and submitted to
the appropriate DOE-HQ OFSD) Branch Chief.



ATTACHMENT E

Review Procedure and
Required Documentation



TRAINING HANDOUTS FOR

TRAINING ON QIP 3.2, TECHNICAL REVIEWS

SEPTEMBER 1, 1988

CER CORPORATION
Norman C. Frank, P.E.



TECHNICAL REVIEW
A documented single or multi-discipline review performed by

qualified personnel who are independent of the originalwork performed.





HEADQUARTERS -OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

TECHNICAL REVIEW COMMENTS AND RESOLUTION (QIP 3.2)

page 1 of 
2

Dat e

Do c u m e n tT i t l eG e n e r i cR e q u i r e m e n t sf o rE x p l o r a t o r yS haf tFa c i l i t y ( E S F )
Design, Contruction, and Operations



HEADQUARTERS -OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

TECHNICAL REVIEW COMMENTS AND RESOLUTION (QIP 3.2)

Date Page l of l

Document Title Generic Requirements for Exploratory Shaft Facility (ESF)
Design, Construction, and Operations



ATTACHMENT F

Indoctrination and Training
Attendance Record



INDOCTRINATION AND TRAINING SESSION

ATTENDANCE RECORD

Date: October 31, 1988 Time: 1:30 PM Location: WESTON Large Conf. Room

Session Topic: Technical Review Process for Review of 10 CFR Part 60
Applicability to ESF and Flowdown to GR Appendix E

Purpose/ To inform the members of the Technical Oversight Goup (TOG) of:
Objective:

1) The goals of the technical review and the
technical methods to be used in achieving the
goals.

2) The docuentation necessary to meet the
requirements of QIP 3.2

Documents: (1) 10 CFR Part 60, including Statements of Consideration
(2) Draft Report by TRG, 988
(3) GR Appendix E

Instructor:
Derrick Wagg, Roy F. Weston, Inc. Mike Lugo, Roy F. Weston, Inc.

DOE Employee
Name Position or Company Signature

Mike Lugo Roy F. Weston.

David Michlewicz Roy F. Weston

Homi Minwalla Roy F. Weston. Inc.

Aris Papadopoulos Roy F. Weston, Inc.

Derrick Wagg Roy F. Weston, Inc.

Prasanna Kumar Roy F. Weston. Inc.

Record Attested by: OCRWM QA Manager

Date



ATTACHMENT G

Basic Assumptions and Criteria for
Determining Part 60 Applicability



BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND CRITERIA FOR
DETERMINING PART 60 APPLICABILITY TO THE ESF

1. Basic assumptions to be considered when reviewing the requirments.

a) Portions of the ESF will eventually become part of the geologic
repository.

b) The ESP design shall not jeopardize the integration of the ESF into
the geologic repository.

c) The four Permanent Items in the ESF, namely 1) Underground Openings
2) Shaft Liners 3) Operational Seals and 4) Ground Support shall be
designed and constructed to be incorporated into the Repository and
must be designed to have a maintainable life and quality as specified
for the Repository.

d) Any component of the ESF or any activities relating to that
component, which could have an affect on waste isolation shall be
subject to the requirements of 10 CFR 60 Subpart G.

e) Project is currently conducting an analysis for identifying items
important to safety or waste isolation in the ESF. In view of this,
adopt a conservative approach on the applicability of requirement.
relevant to important to safety or waste isolation.

f) The ESF shall be designed to accommodate the Site Characterization
Program and the Performance Confirmation Program.

g) ESF temporary surface facilities are not expected to be part of the
repository permanent facility.

b) The two Eploratory Shafts will become future permanent ventilation
intake shafts for the waste emplacement area.

2. Basic criteria to be used to review the applicability of the requirements.

a) Does the requirement impose restrictions on the design construction
or operation of the ESF?

b) Does the requirement impact the design of any structures, systems, or
components which may ffect the waste isolation capability of the
site?

c) Does the requirement impose restrictions which, if not considered,
may affect the future licensability of the site?

d) Is the ESF component which is subject to the requirement, to be
redesigned or replaced n the final repository design and
construction?

e) Does the requirement impose programmatic constraints on the ESF
program.



ATTACHMENT H

Expanded TRG Rationales
for Applicability



FLOWDOWN OF PART 60 REQUIREMENTS TO ESF

Comments on Applicability

NOTE: Those paragraphs of Part 60 which do not, provide direct
technical guidance to the design, construction, or operation of
the ESF are here identified as not applicable. Those that do
apply have the corresponding Section of Appendix E of the
Generic Requirements Document identified; when marked with an
asterisc, denotes new input to Appendix E proposed by the TRG.
The TRG included a reading of the Statement of Consideration
for Part 60 in ts review of the regulation. A listing of the
assumptions and criteria which guided the decisions of the TRG
is appended to these conments.



Forbids discrimination against certain employees. Does not
provide direct technical guidance to ESF.

60. 10
Requires complete and accurate information. Does not provide
direct technical guidance to ESF.

SUBPART B

60.15 a)
Directs DOE to conduct site characterization prior to license
application. Does not provide direct technical guidance for
ESF.

60. 15(b)
Requires that in situ tests be conducted at waste emplacement
depth. Applies to Appendix E, Sect. 6.0 C

60.15
This para directs DOE to characterize alternate sites. This
requirement has been cancelled by the Nuclear Waste Policy
Amendments Act, and should be deleted from Part 60. Does
apply to the EF.

60. 15
Provides guidance for site characterization with minimum site
perturbation Applies to App. E, Sect. 6 0

Prohibits sinking of exploratory shafts until NRC's comments on
Site Characterization Plan (SCP) have been considered by DOE.
Applies to App. E, Sect. 6.1



Identifies NRC's activities for the review of the SCP, and
other administrative concerns, and does not provide technical
guidance for ESF. Although this para defines Commission
actions aimed at the review of DOE's site characterization
work , para 60.18 notes the requirement for DOE to submit to
the NRC semiannual progress reports. Insofar as teh ESF
construction, or operation ay contribute to much reports, para
60.18(g) may apply to the ESF.

This paragraph deals with the contents of the License Appli-
cation ad ts accompanying Safety Analysis Report. Although
the SF will serve as the test facility which will provide the
data base for the License Application. the TRG considered that
the data requirements as such do not provide technical guidance
for the ESF. Rather, the data requirements will be identified
in the SCP and the test details will be detailed in the
corresponding Study Plan.

In evaluating whether 60.21 provides technical guidance for the
design, construction, and operation of the ESF, the TRG took
note of the Comparative Safety Analyses" section of the State-
ment of Consideration for Part 60 (60-SC-16, June 30. l933).
In 60.21(c)(ii)(D). the regulation requires that the Safety
Analysis Report include a comparative evaluation of
alternatives to the major design features that are important to
waste isolation. The Commission responds to comments that a
safety analysis be directed at the specific design being
proposed, by reserving the right to the requested information.
It the Commission finds, on the basis of its review of the
evaluated alternatives, " .. that the adoption of some
alternative design feature would significantly increase its
confidence that the performance objectives would be satisfied,
and that the costs of such an approach are commensurate with
the benefits, it should not hesitate to insist that the
alternative be se adopted."

Against that position it can be argued that the DOE is not
required to find the best site nor the best design, and the NRC
is not charged with finding the assurance of waste
isolation; both are, however, required to provide acceptable
approaches. It should be left to the discretion of the DOE,
for example, where and how to construct the ESF, provided that
the proposed design meets the performance objectives. In
exercising this responsibility, the DOE will evaluate alterna-
tive design features of the repository, includinq the ESF. It
such considerations require certain data to be obtained through
use of the ESF, then this requirement will be identified in
appropriate Study Plans which, in turn, might make demands on
the design of the ESF. The TRG concluded that this reasoning
does not constitute a direct technical guidance for the ESF and
that 60. 21, in its entirety, does not directly apply to the
ESF, although there is an obvious indirect or implied impact.



Directions for filing the License Application are provided
this para does not apply to the ESF.

Directions for eliminating duplications among various licensing
documents are provided. This para does not apply to the ESF.

Directions for updating the License Application are provided.
This para does not apply to the ESF.

This para contains criteria which the Commission will use to
determine whether to issue a Construction Authorization; it
does not provide technical guidance to the ESF. therefore does
not apply.

Restrictions on the Construction Authorization are identified.
This para does not provide direct guidance for the ESF and does

not apply.

Guidance for amending the Construction Authorization. As in
60.32, this para does not apply to the ESF.

These paragraphs pertain to the NRC criteria for issuing the
license, the conditions and specifications of the license, any
changes involving previously unreviewed safety concerns, and
amendments to the license. None of these provide technical
guidance for the ESF and do not apply to the ESF.

These paragraphs pertain to the permanent closure of the
repository and to the subsequent termination of the license.
They clearly do not pertain to the ESF.

These Paragraphs deal with the participation of site
governments and Indian tribes in the licensing review process.
They do not provide technical input to the ESF and do n o t

apply to the ESF.



This para deals with records pertaining to the licensed
activity at the site; i.e., the receipt, handling, and
disposition of radioactive material. These records do not
pertain to the ESF either before or after it becomes a part of
the Geologic Repository Operations Area (GROA).

This para requires that certain construction records of the
GROA be kept. Since the ESF is assumed to become a part of the

GROA, this par applies to the ESF.

This para requires the prompt notification of the Commission of
any deficiency found in the characteristics of the site, and in
the design and construction of the GROA. During site characte-
rization this para is redundant with 60.18(g) which alsorequi-
res the reporting of pertinent site characteristics. After the
ESF becomes a part of the GROA, this requirement will be redun-
dant with 10CFR21, which imposes the same requirements but on
broader scale and with civil penalties for its violation.
Although redundant with other Commission regulations, this para
does apply to the ESF.

This para requires that tests be performed as the Commission
deems necessary. No technical guidance is provided to the ESF
either before or after it is incorporated into the GROA. Thispara does not apply to the ESF.

Provision is made for NRC staff access to DOE records and
facilities. This pare is administrative in nature, does not
of fer technical guidance, and does not pertain to the ESF.

This is an introductory para. to the technical criteria. It
does not provide technical guidance and therefore does not
apply to te ESF.

This para offers definitions and related administrative state-
ments. It offers no technical guidance applicable to the ESF.

This para requires that the GROA be designed so that until per-
manent closure the radiation levels in uncontrolled areas be
maintained within the limits shown in 10CFR20 or EPA standards.
Since there are no plans to bring radioactive materials into.



the ESF, this para would not apply to the ESF; however, after
the ESF becomes a part of the GROA, this para will apply to the
ESF. The design, construction, and operation of the ESF shall
bear in mind its later utility.

This para requires that the design of the GROA not preclude te
retrieval of the eplaced waste, if so directed by the Comis-
sion. until the permanent closure of the repository. The ESF
would contribute to the retrieval operation by conveying ven-
tilation supply air to the rtrieval area, Analyses need to be
performed. at the time when retrieval becomes necessary, to
determine If any part of the RCA becomes important to safety
during retrieval (See NUREG-1318, 4.2(d) and .2(d)). This
para therefore applies to the ESF. (6.0 PC(6)(e)*).

Para 60.1l1(b)(2) reserves for the Commission the right to
allow backfilling or permanent closure of part or all of the
GROA before the end of the retrievability period. his para
provides guidance for the NRC, and does not apply to the ESF.

This part defines the overall performance objective for the
repository, and therefore applies to the ESF when it becomes
part of the GROA. (6.0 PC(6)(f)*)

This para imposes general provisions on the waste isolation
capability of the repository; 60.13(a)(l) defines the accep-
table performance of engineered barrier systems. When the ESF
becomes part of the GROA, this para applies. (6.0 PC(6c)]

60. 113(a)(2) applies to the geologic setting; it is a siting
criterion with reqard to groundwater travel time, and therefore
does not apply to the ESF.

60.113(b) and (c) provide the Commission some leeway regarding
groundwater travel time, and future objectives regarding
unanticipated processes and events. These paragraphs do not at
this time provide technical criteria and do not apply to the
ESF .

The land ownership requirements identified in this para are not
technical criteria and do not apply to te SF.

The siting criteria discussed in this para do not pertain to
the design, construction, or operation of the ESF, whether
before or after the ESF becomes a part of the GROA.

This is a general introductory statement the design of the
GROA provided in paragraphs 60 131 through 60 134, and if



applies to the ESF. Pertinent references to these design
criteria for the GROA are found in a number of places in
Appendix E to the Generic Requirements Document.

Ihis para discusses the design features which could be used to
maintain concentrations of radioactive material in the air
below specified limits. COmpliance with the specified criteria
is a function of equipment design, therefore not directly
applicable to the ESF.

This para applies only to items important, to s a f e t y .The
stated requirements can, therefore, only apply to the ESF after

incorporating it into the GROA plus the finding then that an
item is important to safety.

60. 131(b)(l) requires protection of items important to safety
from effects of natural phenomena. (6.0 C(G))

60.11(b)2) requires protection of equipment important to
safety from dynamic effects of equipment failure. (6.0 C(H))

60.l31(b)(3) requires that items important to safety maintain
their safety capability in case of fires and explosions. (6.0
C(D), .0 CI), 6.0 (L), 6.OPC(S))

60. 131(b)(4) provides for emergency capability f or items
important to safety, with concurrent full control over
radioactive material. (6.0 C(J), 6.0 CM))

60.131(b)(b) requires that utility services important to safety
be able to perform their safety functions under normal and
abnormal conditions. This does not apply to the ESF because
before incorporation into the GROA there are no items important
to safety in the ESF, and because upon joining the GROA, the
utility services used in the ESF are planned to be replaced
with utilities designed or the revised functions.

60. 131(b)(6) requires that items important to safety permit
periodic inspection, testing, and maintenance. This could
apply to the ESF. (6.0 PC(6)(h))

60.131(b)(7) requires appropriate controls to avoid accidental
criticality of the fissile waste material. This does not apply
to the ESF because nothing on the ESF is capable of causing a
criticality excursion.

60.131(b)(8) calls for instrumentation or controls for items
important to safety. This requirement does not apply to the
ESF because the four ESF items to be incorporated into the GROA
do not include instrumentation or controls.



applies to the ESF. Pertinent references to these design
criteria for the GROA are found in a number of places in
Appendix E to the Generic Requirements Document.

This para discusses the design features which could be used to
maintain concentrations of radioactive material in the air
below specified limits. Compliance with the specified criteria
is a function of equipment design, therefore not directly
applicable to the ESF.

This para applies only to items important to safety. The
stated requirements can, therefore, only apply to the ESF after
incorporating it into the GROA plus the finding then that an
item is important to safety.

60.13)(b)(1) requires protection of items important to safety
from effects of natural phenomena. (6.0 C(G))

60. 13(b)(2) requires protection of equipment important to
safety from dynamic effects of equipment failure. (6.0 C(H))

60.)31(b)(3) requires that items iportant to safety maintain
their safety capability in case of fires and explosions. (6.0
C(D), 6.0 C(l), 6.0 CL), 6.OPC(5))

60. l31(b)(4) provides for emergency capability for items
important to safety, with concurrent full control over
radioactive material. (6.0 C(J), 6.0 CCMI)

60.131(b)(5) requires that utility services important to safety
be able to perform their safety functions under normal and
abnormal conditions. This does not apply to the ESF because
before incorporation into the GROA there are no items important
to safety in the ESF, and because upon joining the GROA, the
utility services used in the ESF are planned to be replaced
with utilities designed or the revised functions.

60. 13l(b)(6) requires that items important to safety permit
periodic inspection, testing, and maintenance. his could
apply to the ESF. (6.0 PC(6)(h))

60. l3l (b)(7) requires appropriate controls to avoid accidental
criticality of the fissile waste material. This does not apply
to the ESF because nothing on the ESF is capable of causing a
criticality excursion.

60.131(b)(8) calls for instrumentation or controls for items
important to safety. This requirement does not apply t the
ESF because the four ESF items to be incorporated into the GROA
do not include instrumentation or controls.



60.1;)(b)(9) requires compliance with pertinent mining
regulations, so that items important to safety could perform as
designed. This applies to the ESF

60. 131(b)(10) pertains to hoists in the ESF which are important
to safety. There are none, therefore thi s para does not apply
to the EF.

This para applies to surface facilities which will be used for
handling and storing radioactive wastes. At no time will this
include the permanent ESF items. therefore, this para does not
apply to the ESF.

This para contains design requirements for the underground
facility, and therefore applies o the ESF.

60.133(a) contains general requirements. (6.0 C))

60.133(b) requires sufficient design flexibility to accommodate
specific site conditions. (6.0 PC(k))

60.133(c) calls for underground design which does not preclude
the ability to retrieve the waste. (6.0 PC(6)(e))

60. 133(d) requires control over underground water or gas
intrusion.(6.6 .PC( ) (f))

60.133(e) requires safe underground openings which will permit
safe operations and maintenance of the retrievability option.
(6.6 PC(1)(a), 6.0 PC46)(e), and 6.6 PC(1)(d))

60. 133(f) requires underground excavation which limits the
potential for creating preferential pathways for groundwater.
(6.0 C(E), 66 PC(I)(c), 6.6 PCt1)td), and 6.6 PC( I e)

60.133(g) applies to the ventilation system for te GROA. This
system is not one of the ESF permanent items; therefore, this
requirement does not apply to the ESF.

60. 133(h) requires that engineered barriers be designed to
assist the geologic setting in meeting its postclosure
performance objectives. (6.0 PC(6)(c))

60.133(i) requires that the performance objectives will be met
taking into account the response of the geologic setting to the
thermal loads resulting from, waste emplacement.

This para requires that the seals for shafts and boreholes not
become pstclosure preferential pathways that compromise the
performance of the repository. Design of permanent seals will



meet this requirement.

This para pertains to
components. and theref

This para introduces the
performance confirmation
permit the conduct of
be required to conduct
aspects must comply with

criteria for the waste packages and their
ore do not apply to the ESF.

he requirements
on program. The
the confirmation
the confirmation

this paragraph

These two paragraphs pertain to the performance confirmation
program. If the ESF permanent items are required to
accommodate the performance confirmation test facilities, their
design will have to meet the requirements of 60.137. The ESF
does not, however, affect the performance confirmation test
program; it might merely provide the facility for its emplace-
ment. The compliance with these paragraphs with respect to the
performance confirmation tests will be provided in the
appropriate study plans and test programs. These two para-
qraphs do not apply to the ESF.

This paragraph merely introduces Quality Assurance and defines
its scope; it therefore does not apply directly to the ESF.

This requirement is implemented by the Department on the basis
of an evaluation as to the applicability to a given structure,
system, or component of the QA program, depending whether that
item is iportant to safety, to waste isolation, or is an acti-
vity that is part of site characterization. This paragraph
does not directly apply to the ESF but may be brought to apply
on the basis o the prescribed analyses. (6.1 P(6)

These paragraphs address personnel qualifications for perior
mino I censed operations on items important to safety. Prior
to incorporation into the GROA. there will be no such items in
the ESF: after incorporation, the ESF permanent items are of a
structural nature which are not "operated". These paragraphs
therefore do not apply to the ESF.



ATTACHMENT I

Applicability of Part 60
Requirements to the ESF

(TOG Conclusions)



10 CFR PART 60 APPLICABILITY TO THE ESF

sections of 10 CFR Part 60 that do not impose requirements on the design, construction, or operation of the
exploratory Shaft Facility (ESF) are identified below as not applicable. Those that do impose requirements are

identified as applicable and have the corresponding section of Appendix E of the Generic Requirements Document
identified (when marked with as asterisk (*), it denotes new input to Appendix E).



APPLICABLE
10 C 60 WHERE ADDRESSED NOT

NO. SECTION IN APPENDIX E APPLICABLE RATIONALE

4. 60.4 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since t only provides the address of
the NRC Director of NSS, for the purpose of
communications pertaining to Part 60.

5. 60.5 X This ection does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it serves only to stipulate that
the nly binding interpretation of Part 60 is
by NRC General Counsel.

6. 60.6 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since its purpose is to indicate that
possible exemptions from Part 60 can be
provided by the Commission.

7. 60.7 X This section does not impose requirements n
the ESF since it is only a procedural
provision allowing for the use of certain
nuclear material for purposes of site
characterization without having to obtain a
license. Furthermore, since the DOE has
decided not to use such nuclear material
during site characterization. this provision
in not really relevant.

8. 60.8 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it is only a procedural
provision waiving the OMB cleaance
requirements of the Paperwork Reduction Act of
1980.



10 CR 60
NO. SECTION

APPLICABLE.
WHERE ADDRESSED
IN APPENDIX E APPLICABLE RATIONALE

9. 60.9

10. 60.10

This section does not impose requirements on
the EF since it is only a procedural
provision forbidding discrimination against
employees for engaging i certain protected
activities, as defined in the Energy
Reorganization Act of 174. an amended. The
provisions of this section are only applicable
to NRC licensees, applicants for NRC licenses,
and contractors or subcontractors of NRC
licensees or applicants. The DOE, at this
time, is neither a licensee nor an applicant.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it is only a procedural
provisions requiring that information provided
to the NRC be complete and accurate. The
provisions of this section are only applicable
to NRC licensees or applicants for NRC
licenses. The DOE, at this time is neither a
licensee nor an applicant.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESP since it is only a procedural
provision requiring the DOE to conduct a
program of site characterization prior to
submittal of a license application.

This section imposes requirements on the ESF
since it stipulates that site characterization
most include a program of in situ testing at
waste emplacement depth. Therefore, access to
such depths must be provided, hence te need
for the ESF.



SECTION

APPLICABLE
WHERE ADDRESSED

IN APPENDIX E
NOT

APPLICABLE RATIONALE

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since this section has been superseded
by the Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act of
1987. This section requires characterization
of alternate sites; however, the WWPAA has
mandated that the DOE shall only characterize
the Yucca Mountain site.

This section imposes requirements on the SF
since it places certain constraints on the
site characterization program, This section
calls for; a) investigations to have limited
adverse ipacts in waste isolation (ESF
construction and operations are integral parts
of site characterization), b) the number of
boreholes and shafts to be limited to those
necessary, c) boreholes and shafts to be
located where future shafts or pillars will be
located, and d) the ESF to be coordinated with
the geologic repository operations area.

This section imposes requirements on the SF
since it places certain constraints on the
start of SF construction. One i that the
SCP must be issued for public comment and the
other is that NRC comments on shaft sinking
need to be considered.



APPLICABLE
10 CFR 60 WHERE ADDRESSED NOT

NO. SECTION IN APPENDIX APPLICABLE RATIONALE

16. 60.17(a) X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only briefly identifies the
contents of the SCP. referring specifically to
plans and descriptions tat need to be
provided in that document. Although the ESF
will be used to obtain most of the information
called for in these plans, this section itself
does not place any requirements on the ESF.

17. 60.17(b) X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only identifies what
descriptive information regarding the waste
form and waste package must be provided in the
SCP.

18. 60.17(c) X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only identifies that the SCP
shall ontain a conceptual design of the
geologic repository.

19. 60.18 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses certain
procedural aspects of NRC's review of DOE's
site characterization program activities. It
identifies NRC activities associated with
review of the SCP, DOE submittal of
semi-annual reports and other procedural
aspects.



NO.

10 C 60
SECTION

APPLICABLE.
WHERE ADDRESSED
IN APPENDIX E

NOT
APPLICABLE RATIONALE

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses which
documents need to be part of or accompany the
license application.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only requires that a general
description of the geologic repository be
included in - general information that is
part of the license application.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only requires that schedules
for construction, waste receipt, and waste
emplacement be included in the general
information that is part of the license
application.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only requires that a
safeguards certification be included in the
general information that is part of the
license application.

60.21(b)(3)



NO.
10 CFR 60

SECTION

APPLICABLE
WHERE ADDRESSED
IN APPENDIX APPLICABLE RATIONALE

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only requires that a
description of the physical security plan be
included in the general information that is
part of the license application.

This section does not impose requirements on
the SF since it only requires that a
description of the site characterization
activities actually conducted (as compared to
what was described in the SCP) be included in
the general information that is part of the
license application.

This section does not impose requirements on
the SF ince t only requires that a
description of the ite be provided in the
SAR, identifying certain specific parameters
that should be included as part of the
description. Although the ESF will be used to
obtain most of the information that would be
used in describing the site, this section
itself does not place any requirements on the
ESF.

26.



10 CFR 60
SECTION

APPLICABLE.
WHERE ADDRESSED
IN APPENDIX APPLICABLE RATIONALE

These sections do not impose require-
ments on the ESP since they only require that
certain site assessments be performed and
included in the SAR. These assessments
include: a) an analysis of the geology,
geophysics, hydrogeology, geochemistry,
climatology, and eteorology of the site; b)
analyses of favorable and potentially adverse
conditions; ) an evaluation of postclosure
repository performance; and d) an explanation
of measures used to support the models used in
these assessments. These assessments
basically pertain to analyses of site
conditions or performance and do not directly
relate to the ESF.

Generically, this paragraph imposes
requirements on the ESF since it requires a
comparative evaluation of alternatives to the
major design feature, that are important to
waste solation. However, with respect to the
present Yucca Mountain exploratory shafts,
these requirements need to be qualified, as
indicated below.



10 CFR 60
NO. SECTION

APPLICABLE.
WHERE ADDRESSED

IN APPENDIX E APPLICABLE RATIONALE

In response to public comments that a
safety analysis be directed at the specific
design being proposed, rather than
alternatives, the Statements of Consideration
for the Part 60 final technical rule (48 FR
28194, 6/21/83) ndicates that "if the
Commission finds, on the basis of its review,
that the adoption of some alternative design
feature would significantly increase ts
confidence that the performance objectives
would be satisfied, and that the costs of such
an approach are commensurate with the
benefits, it should not hesitate to nsist
that the alternative be so adopted." Also, in
a subsequent revision to Part 60 (51 FR 27158,
7/30/86). in discussing the newly added
requirement in 60.16 that the DOE defer
sinking of the shaft until NRC's comments have
been considered, the Statements of
Consideration indicate that the "Commission
has stressed the importance of evaluating
alternatives to major design features that are
important to waste isolation, see 10 CFR
60.21(c)(1)(ii)(D), and in the case of the
design and location of the



NO.
10 CFR 60
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28.
(Continued)

shafts this can only be done prior to
their sinking." Therefore. for any ESF
permanent Component determined to be important
to waste isolation, such a comparative
evaluation would need to be performed.
However, with respect to the Yucca Mountain
exploratory shaft location, it should be noted
that the 60.21(c)(l)(1i)(D) requirement did
not become effective until 7/21/83 and that
the NRC interpretation that this requirement
also be applied to the shaft location (as
indicated above) was published on 7/30186.
The evaluations and decisions pertaining to
the Yucca Mountain exploratory shaft location
were made by the DOE prior to 1983, when there
was no requirement for a comparative
evaluation of waste isolation capability.
Alternatives to the location of the Yucca
Mountain exploratory shafts may be considered
by the DOE, despite the fact that the
pertinent regulations were not promulgated
prior to the time when the evaluations and
decisions regarding such locations were made.



NO.
10 CFR 60
SECTION

APPLICABLE.
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T

This section imposes requirements on
the ESF since it requires that an analysis be
performed and included in the SAR to determine
which structures, systems, and components are
important to safety. In the event that any of
the ESF permanent components were determined
to be important to safety, they would have to
be designed to the appropriate criteria in
60.131(b) and the proper QA controls
provided. Therefore, for the ESF, this
analysis needs to be done nw (using certain
assumptions regarding eventual repository
operations and system functions) to enable
incorporation of such criteria and controls,
if necessary.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only requires that a
description of the repository design,
including the design criteria, be provided in
the SAR. Since the ESF will be part of the
repository, the design description and design
criteria will also include the ESF, but this
section itself does not place any requirements
on the ESF.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only requires that a
description and analysis of structures,
systems, and components important to safety be
provided in the SAR. Since the ESF will be
part of the repository, the description will
also include the ESF (if found to be important
to safety), but this section itself does not
place any requirements on the ESF.
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10 CFR 60
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This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only requires that a
description of the QA program to be applied to
items mportant to safety or waste isolation
be provided in the SAR. For those ESF items
important to safety or waste isolation, this
QA program will also be applied, but this
section itself does not place any requirements
on the ESF.

This section does not impose requirement on
the ESF since t only requires that a
description of the radioactive materials to be
received at the repository be provided n the
SAR.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only requires that an
identification and justification for the
selection of those variables, conditions, or
other items that are determined to be probable
subjects of licence specifications be provided
in the SAR. License specifications will not
be invoked until after a license has been
received and hence are not relevant to the ESF
now.
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This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only requires that a
description of the radiological control and
monitoring program be provided in the SAR.

This section does not impose requirements on
the SF since it only requires that a
description of the controls to be applied to
restrict access and land use, including a
conceptual design of postclosure monuments, be
provided in the SAR. The section applies to
"the applicant," and therefore not relevant
prior to submittal of the license application.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since t only requires that plans for
coping with radiological emergencies and for
decontamination and dismantlement of surface
facilities be provided in the SAR. ESF
surface facilities are not permanent
components, and therefore will not be used as
part of the GROA.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only requires that a
description of the nuclear material control
and accounting program be included in the SAR.
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This section imposes requirements on
the ESF since it mplies that considerations
must be provided in the design to facilitate
permanent closure. This section actually
requires that a description of the design
considerations intended to facilitate
permanent closure and decontamination and
dismantlement of surface facilities be
provided in the SAR. With respect to the
surface facilities, this would not impose
requirements on the ESF since the ESF surface
facilities are not permanent components; also,
this requirement is already covered by
60,132(e). However, this is the only place in
Part 60 that ndicates that the facility must
be designed to facilitate permanent closure.
This has direct implications on the ESF since
such provision would need to be incorporated
in the design.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only requires that a
description of the plans for retrieval and
alternate storage be included in the SAR.
Although the ESF should be designed to not
preclude the ability to retrieve the waste, if
it became necessary, this section only
addresses the description of retrieval plans.
The actual requirement for retrievability is
already addressed under 60.111(b).
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This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only requires
identification and evaluation of natural
resources of the geologic setting be provided
in the SAR. This is a function of the site
characterization program combined with
performance assessment.

This section does not impose requirements on
the SF since it only requires that an
identification of those item requiring
research and development be provided in the
SAR, along with a description of those
programs designed to resolve safety questions,
and a schedule of when these questions would
be resolved. This section would in part be
satisfied through a performance confirmation
program plan. However, the SF requirements
that would be imposed by such a program are
already covered by 60.137 and selected
sections of Subpart F.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only requires that certain
information concerning activities at the
geologic repository operations area be
provided in the SAR. This includes
information of an organizational nature as
well as plans for operations and uses of the
repository.



APPLICABLE
10 CFR 60 WHEREAD
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44. hO.22 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF s ince it only provides procedures for
filing and distributing the license
Application.

45. 60.23 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only provides directions for
eliminating repetition among various licensing
documents.

46. 60.24 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only provides directions for
updating the license application and
accompanying documents.

47. 60.31 X This section does not mpose requirements on
the ESF since it only contains criteria that
the Commission will use to determine whether
to authorize construction. It actually
addresses an NRC action.

48 60.32 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only identifies the
conditions that will be included as part of
the construction authorization. This section
does not take effect until such time as a
construction authorization has been issued.



APPLICABLE.
10 CFR 60 WHERE ADDRESSED NOT
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49. 60.33 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only identifies procedures
for filing an application for amendment of the
construction authorization and the
considerations the Commission will use in
approving such application.

50. 60.41 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only identifies the standards
the Commission will use in issuance of the
license, specifically stipulating the findings
that must be made.

St. 60.42 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only identifies the minimum
conditions that will be included a part of
the license. This section does not take
effect until such time as a license has been
issued.

S2. 60.43 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses the license
specifications that will be used to establish
conditions on the license. The section
identifies the categories for items to be
included as license conditions and does not
take effect until such time a a license has
been issued.



APPLICABLE
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53, 60.44 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses certain
constraint, on changes to the geologic
repository operations area nd to procedure,
as well as to conducting tests and experiments
not described in the license application.
This section does not take effect until such
time as a license has been issued.

54. 60.45 X This section does not pose requirements on
the SF since it only identifies procedures
for filing an application for amendment of a
license and the considerations the Commission
will use in approving such application.

60.46 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only identifies which
particular activities require a license
amendment, and which procedures should be used
for filing such amendments.

60.51 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses the
requirement to submit an application to amend
the license prior to permanent closure, and
identifies the information that should be
contained in such an application.
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57. 60.52 X This section does not impose requirements on
the SF since it only addresses the procedures
for filing an application for an amendment to
terminate the license, indicating the findings
that the Commission must make prior to
granting such termination.

cis. 60.61 X This section does not mpose requirements on
the SF since it only addresses provisions for
exchange of information and for interactions
between the NRC and State governments and
affected Indian tribes.

59. 60.62 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses provisions for
exchange of information and for interactions
between the NRC and State governments and
affected Indian tribes.

60. 60.63 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses provisions for
exchange of information and for interactions
between the NRC and State governments and
affected Indian tribes.

61. 60.64 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses provisions for
exchange of nformation and for interactions
between the NRC and State governments and
affected Indian tribes.
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This section does not impose requirement on
the ESF since it only addresses provisions for
exchange of information and for interactions
between the NRC and State governments and
affected Indian tribes.

This section does not mpose requirement on
the ESF ince t only addresses general
recordkeeping and reporting requirements that
pertain to licensed activities (i.e., the
receipt, handling. and disposition of
radioactive waste). This section does not
take effect until a license has been granted.

This section imposes requirements on
the ESF since it requires that certain
construction records be maintained for the
geologic repository operations area (GROA).
Since the ESF will be incorporated into the
GROA in the future, ESF construction records
must also be maintained to support repository
licensing.

This section imposes requirements on
the ESF since it requires that certain
construction records be maintained for the
geologic repository operations area (GROA).
Since the ESF will be incorporated into the
GROA in the future, ESF construction records
must also be maintained to support repository
licensing.
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This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it requires that the Commission
be formally notified of any deficiencies found
in the characteristics of the site and the
design and construction o the geologic
repository operations area, and such formal
notification is not appropriate during the
informal consultation period prior to
submittal of the license application. Such
notification requirements are normally
appropriate only for applicants or licensees.
Furthermore, the deficiencies addressed in
this section (safety hazards, deviations from
the license application, and deviations from
the construction authorization or license) are
of no relevance prior to submittal of the
license application.

This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it requires that the DOE
perform, or allow the Commission to perform,
such tests as the Commission deems appropriate.
This would require that the design and layout
of the SF be flexible enough to accommodate
such tests, when they are identified. This
also includes performance confirmation tests.
While items (1), (3), and (4) of 60.74(a)
relate to testing that can only be done once
radioactive wastes are present at the repos-
itory, item (2) calls for testing of the
geologic repository, including its structures,
systems, and components. This does not
preclude testing during site characterization.
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This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses inspection and
access requirements pertaining to the geologic
repository operations area, which by
definition, refers to the time period when
waste handling activities are being
conducted. This also the case for the
requirement to provide office space for an NRC
inspector; i.e.. during operations, not site
characterization. Inspection and access
provisions pertaining to site characterization
are covered under 60.18(h).

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESP since it only provides an introduction
to the technical criteria of Subpart E, by
reiterating the nature of the findings that
the Commission must make at the time of
issuance of the construction authorization and
the license, and providing and explanation of
the concept of reasonable assurance as applied
to the geologic repository.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only provide a functional
overview of Subpart E, expanding on the defi-
nitions contained in 60.2. While the concepts
In this section do not in themselves impose
requirements, they were used n the evaluation
of Part 60 applicability and should be kept in
mind when implementing the applicable Part 60
requirements in the design of the ESF.
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This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only provides a functional
overview of Subpart E, expanding or. the
definitions contained in 60.2. While the
concepts in this section do not in themselves
impose requirements, they were used in the
evaluation of Part 60 applicability and should
be kept in mind when implementing the
applicable Part 60 requirements in the design
of the ESF.

60.102(b)(2) This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only provide a functional
overview of Subpart E, expanding on the
definitions contained in 60.2. While the
concepts in this section do not in themselves
impose requirements, they were used in the
evaluation of Part 60 applicability and should
be kept in mind when implementing the
applicable Part 60 requirements in the design
of the ESF.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only provides a functional
overview of Subpart , expanding on the
definitions contained in 60.2. While the
concepts n this section do not in themselves
impose requirements, they were used in the
evaluation of Part 60 applicability and should
be kept in mind when implementing the
applicable Part 60 requirements in the design
of the ESF.
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This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only provides a functional
overview of Subpart E, expanding on the
definitions contained in 60.2. While the
concepts in this section do not in themselves
impose requirements. they were used in the
evaluation of Part 60 applicability and should
be kept in mind when implementing the
applicable Part 60 requirements in the design

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only provides a functional
overview of Subpart expanding on the
definitions contained in 60.2. While the
concepts in this section do not i themselves
impose requirements, they were used in the
evaluation of Part 60 applicability and should
be kept in mind when implementing the
applicable Part 60 requirements in the design
of the ESF.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only provides a functional
overview of Subpart , expanding on the defi-
nitions contained in 60.2. While the concepts
in this section do not in themselves impose
requirements, they were used in the evaluation
of Part 60 applicability and should be kept in
mind when implementing the applicable Part 60
requirements in the design of the ESF.
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This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since t only provides a functional
overview of Subpart E, expanding on the
definitions contained in 60.2. While the
concepts in this section do not in themselves
impose requirements. they were used in the
evaluation of Part 60 applicability and should
be kept in mind when implementing the
applicable Part 60 requirements in the design
of the ESF.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESP since it only provides a functional
overview of Subpart , expanding on the
definitions contained in 60.2. While the
concepts in this section do not in themselves
impose requirement", they were used in the
evaluation of Part 60 applicability and should
be kept in mind when implementing the
applicable Part 60 requirements in the design
of the ESF.

60.102(e)(2)

This section imposes requirements on
the ESF since it requires that the GROA be
designed to maintain radiation exposures and
radiation levels, and releases of radioactive
materials to unrestricted areas within the
limits set forth in Part 20 and applicable EPA
standards. Since the SF will be incorporated
into the GROA, its design has to enable the
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GROA to meet this performance objective or
should not preclude it from doing so.
Therefore, the design, construction, and
operation of the ESF must bear in mind its

utility.

This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it requires that the GROA be
designed to preserve the option of waste
retrieval until the time of permanent
closure. Since the ESF will be incorporated
into the GROA, its design has to enable the
GROA to meet this performance objective or
should not preclude it from doing so. The ESF
may contribute to waste retrieval by conveying
ventilation supply air to the retrieval area.
Therefore. the design, construction, and
operation of the ESF must bear in mind its
later utility.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only reserves for the
Commission the right to allow backfilling or
permanent closure of part or all of the ROA
before the end of the retrievability period.
This is a Commission option rather than a
requirement on the GROA (or ESP).
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This section imposes requirements on
the EF since it provides the reasonable
length of time for which the retrievability
option has to be maintained. Since the SF
will be incorporated into the GROA, it
therefore has to be designed and constructed
to maintain the retrievability option for that
time period.

This section imposes requirements on the ESF
since it requires that the engineered
barrier system and shafts be designed to meet
the overall system postclosure performance
objective pertaining to releases of
radioactive materials to the accessible
environment. This requirement specifically
refers to shafts and the engineered barrier
system, which by definition includes the waste
package and the underground facility. Since
the ESF will be incorporated into the GROA,
the underground portion of the ESF by
definition, would be part of the engineered
barrier system. The actual requirement on the
ESF at this time is that it be designed to not
preclude the geologic repository from being
able to meet this requirement in the future.
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This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it requires that te engineered
barrier system be designed such that
containment of H will be substantially
complete and that releases from the engineered
barrier system shall be a gradual process
resulting n small fractional releases to the
geologic setting. The engineered barrier
system includes the waste package and the
underground facility, but excludes shafts,
borehole., and their seals. Since the ESF
will be incorporated into the GROA, the
underground portion of the ESF by definition,
would be part of the requirement on the ESF
underground portion at this time is that it be
designed to not preclude the engineered
barrier system from being able to meet this
requirement in the future.

This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it requires that the engineered
barrier system be designed such that
containment of HLW will be substantially
complete and that releases from the engineered
barrier system shall be a gradual process
resulting in all fractional releases to the
geologic setting. The engineered barrier
system includes the waste package and the
underground facility, but excludes shafts,
boreholes, and their seals. Since the ESF
will be incorporated into the GROA, the
underground portion of the ESF, by definition,
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would be part of the engineered barrier
system. The actual requirement on the ESF
underground portion at this time i that it be
designed to not preclude the engineered
barrier system from being able to meet this
requirement in the future.

This section does not impose requirements on
the SF since it only addresses a performance
objective pertaining to pre-waste-emplacement
ground-water travel time. This in actually a
siting criterion applicable to the geologic
setting.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since t only serves to provide the
Commission some leeway with respect to the
numerical limits set on the performance
objectives for the engineered barrier system
and the geologic setting, as stipulated in
60.113(a).

This section does not impose requirements on
the SF since t only reserves for the
Commission the option to specify additional
requirements that may be necessary to meet the
overall system postclosure performance
objective with respect to unanticipated
processes and events. No actual requirements
are specified at this time.
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This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since t only addresses ownership
and control requirements applicable to the
GROA and to the controlled area, which by
definition pertains to the time when waste
handling activities are being conducted as
well as during the period after permanent
closure.

This section does not impose requirements on
the SF since t only addresses favorable and
potentially adverse conditions which are to be
used as siting criteria applicable to the
geologic setting. Although these siting
criteria will be used n part to determine the
suitability of the geologic setting, they do
not in themselves provide criteria for the
design, construction, or operation of the ESF.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses favorable and
potentially adverse conditions which are to be
used as siting criteria applicable to the
geologic setting. Although these siting
criteria will be used in part to determine the
suitability of the geologic setting, they do
not in themselves provide criteria for the
design, construction, or operation of the ESF.
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This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses favorable and
potentially adverse conditions which are to be
used as siting criteria applicable to the
geologic setting. Although these siting
criteria will be used in part to determine the
suitability of the geologic setting, they do
not in themselves provide criteria for the
design, construction, or operation of the ESF.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses favorable and
potentially adverse conditions which are to be
used as siting criteria applicable to the
geologic setting. Although these siting
criteria will be used in part to determine the
suitability of the geologic setting, they do
not in themselves provide criteria for the
design, construction, or operation of the ESF.

This section imposes requirements on the ESF
since it specifies that the design criteria in
60,131 through 60.134 are not exhaustive and
DOE is to develop any other criteria, as
appropriate. This section serves to introduce
the design requirements for the ROA that are
contained in the sections that follow. Some
of these sections impose requirements on the
ESF, and therefore reference to them is made
throughout Appendix E to the eneric
Requirements Document. With respect to the
last sentence in this section, that

60.130
Throughout
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requirement in obviously not applicable
to the ESF since it requires that all design
bases must be consistent with the results of
site characterization activities. The ESF
would need to be designed based n available
data and certain assumptions.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses design
features that could be used to maintain
concentrations of radioactive materials in
restricted areas to within the limits
specified in Part 20. Compliance with the
specified criteria is a function of equipment
design and operational procedures, which
imposes future requirements on equipment and
operations, but not on the ESF permanent
components.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since t only addresses design
features that could be used to maintain
concentrations of radioactive materials in
restricted areas to within the limits
specified in Part 20. Compliance with the
specified criteria is a function of equipment
design and operational procedures, which
imposes future requirements on equipment and
operations, but not on the ESF permanent
components.
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This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses design
features that could be used to maintain
concentrations of radioactive materials in
restricted areas to within the limits
specified in Part 20. Compliance with the
specified criteria is a function of equipment
design and operational procedures, which
imposes future requirements on equipment and
operations, but not on the ESF permanent
components.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses design
features that could be used to maintain
concentrations of radioactive materials in
restricted areas to within the limits
specified in Part 20. Compliance with the
specified criteria is a function of equipment
design and operational procedures. which
imposes future requirements on equipment and
operations, but not on the ESF permanent
components.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses design
features that could be used to maintain
concentrations of radioactive materials in
restricted areas to within the limits
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99.
(continued)

specified in Part 20. Compliance with the
specified criteria is a function of equipment
design and operational procedures, hich
imposes future requirements on equipment and
operations, but not on the ESF permanent
components.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses design
features that could be used to maintain
concentrations of radioactive materials in
restricted areas to within the limits
specified in Part 20. Compliance with the
specified criteria in a function of equipment
design and operational procedures, which
imposes future requirements on equipment and
operations, but not on the ESF permanent
components.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses design
features that could be used to maintain
concentrations of radioactive materials in
restricted areas to within the limits
specified in Part 20. Compliance with the
specified criteria is a function of equipment
design and operational procedures, which
imposes future requirements n equipment and
operations, but not on the ESF permanent
components.
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This section imposes equirements on the ESF
to the extent that any of the ESF permanent
components are determined to be important to
safety. If that is the case the particular
permanent component would have to be designed
so that natural phenomenon and environmental
conditions do not interfere with necessary
safety functions.

This section imposes requirements on the ESF
to the extent that any of the SF permanent
components are determined to be important to
safety. If that is the case the particular
permanent component would have to be designed
to withstand dynamic effects of equipment
failure and similar events that could lead to
loss of safety functions.

This section imposes requirements on the SF
to the extent that any of the ESF permanent
components are determined to be mportant
to safety. If that is the case the particular
permanent component would have to be designed
to perform ts safety function during and
after credible fires and explosions in the
GROA. During ESF construction and operations,
such a component would need to be protected so
that it would be able to perform its safety
function n the future.
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This section imposes requirements on the
ESF to the extent that any of the SF
permanent components are determined to be
important to safety. If that the case the
particular permanent component would have to
be designed so as to allow control of
radioactive waste and radioactive effluents to
be maintained, and to not preclude the prompt
termination of operations and evacuation of
personnel during an emergency.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it addresses requirements that
are applicable only to repository operations
and would not affect the design of SF
permanent components The section requires
that the GROA include onsite facilities and
services for responding to radiological
emergencies and that facilitate the use of
available offsite services. While the ESF may
contain similar facilities or services for
other purposes e.g., mining accidents), the
services called for in this section would not
be needed until repository operations are
initiated.
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This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it addresses requirements that
are applicable only to repository operations
and would not affect the design of ESF
permanent components. The section requires
that utility services mportant to safety
shall be designed o that essential safety
functions can be performed under both normal
and accident conditions, including the use of
redundant systems and emergency power
capability. Since the utility services used
in the ESF are planned to be replaced with
utility services designed for the functions of
the GROA, prior to incorporating the ESF into
the GROA, these requirements would not apply
at this time.

This section imposes requirements on the
ESF to the extent that any of the ESF
permanent components are determined to be
important to safety. If that is the case the
particular permanent component would have to
be designed to permit periodic inspection,
testing, and maintenance, as necessary, to
ensure its continued functioning and readiness.
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This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it addresses requirements that
are applicable only to repository operations
and would not affect the design of ESF
permanent components. The section requires
that systems for processing, transporting
handling, storage, retrieval, emplacement, and
isolation of radioactive waste shall be
designed to ensure that a nuclear criticality
accident not possible. Even once the ESF
is incorporated into the GROA, there will be
no radioactive waste emplaced in the ESF
portion of the GROA. Furthermore, the systems
referred to above are to be installed and used
for repository operations, not before.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it addresses requirements that
are applicable only to repository operations
and would not affect the design of ESF
permanent components. The section requires
that instrumentation and control systems be
provided to monitor the behavior of systems
important to safety over the anticipated
ranges for normal operation and for accident
conditions. This requirement clearly applies
to the operations period of the GROA, and not
earlier.
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This section imposes requirements on the
ESF to the extent that any of the ESF
permanent components are determined to
be important to safety. If that is the case
the design of the GROA (and the ESF) would
have to include such provisions for worker
protection (in accordance with Federal mining
regulations) to ensure that items important to
safety can perform their intended functions.
While most of these provisions are things that
would be instituted during repository
operations, there may be a need to consider
some of these aspects during design and
construction of the ESF.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it addresses requirements for
hoists important to safety that are used for
radioactive waste handling. The Yucca
Mountain project does not use hoists for
handling waste; it uses ramps with
transporters.

This section does not impose requirements on
the SF since it addresses requirements that
are applicable only to repository surface
facilities and would not affect the design of
ESF permanent components. Even when the ESF
is incorporated into the GROA, the ESF surface
facilities will not be used for repository
operations, as will the four permanent
components.
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This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it addresses requirements that
are applicable only to repository surface
facilities and would not affect the design of
ESF permanent components. Even when the ESF
in incorporated into the GROA. the ESF surface
facilities will not be used for repository
operations, as will the four permanent
components.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it addresses requirements that
are applicable only to repository surface
facilities and would not affect the design of
ESF permanent components. Even when the ESF
is incorporated into the ROA, the ESF surface
facilities will not be used for repository
operations, as will the four permanent
components.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it addresses requirements that
are applicable only to repository surface
facilities and would not affect the design of
ESF permanent components. Even when the ESF
is incorporated into the GROA, the ESF surface
facilities will not be used for repository
operations, as will the four permanent
components.
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This section does not impose requirements on
the FSF since t addresses requirements that
are applicable only to repository surface
facilities and would not affect the design of
ESF permanent components. Even when the ESF
is incorporated into the GROA, the ESF surface
facilities will not be used for repository
operations, as will the four permanent
components.

This section imposes requirements on the ESF
since it addresses requirements that are
applicable to the design of the underground
facility of the ROA which could affect the
design of ESF permanent components. Once the
ESF is incorporated into the GROA, the under-
ground portion of the ESF will be considered
part of the underground facility. The under-
ground facility consists of the underground
structure, including openings and backfill
materials, but excluding shafts, boreholes,
and their seals. Consequently, this section
is applicable, by definition; only to the
underground portion of the ESF. Nevertheless,
the DOE may choose to apply some of these
criteria to the design and construction of the
exploratory shafts, since some of the criteria
to be considered will in many cases be similar.
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This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it addresses requirements
that are applicable to the design of
the underground facility of the GROA
which could affect the design of ESF permanent
components. Once the ESF is incorporated into
the GROA. the underground portion of the
will be considered part of the underground
facility. The underground facility consists
of the underground structure, including
openings and backfill materials, but excluding
shafts boreholes, and their seals.
Consequently, this section is applicable, by
definition, only to the underground portion of
the ESF. Nevertheless, the DOE may choose to
apply some of these criteria to the design and
construction of the exploratory shafts, since
some of the criteria to be considered will in
many cases be similar.

This section imposes requirements or the
ESF since it addresses requirements that are
applicable to the design of the underground
facility of the GROA which could affect the
design of ESF permanent components. Once the
ESF is incorporated into the GROA, the
underground portion of the ESF will be
considered part of the underground facility.
The underground facility consists of the
underground structure, including openings and
backfill materials, but excluding shafts.
boreholes, and their seals. Consequently,
this section is applicable, by definition,
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only to the underground portion of the ESF.
Nevertheless, the DOE may choose to apply some
of these criteria to the design and
construction of the exploratory shafts, since
some of the criteria to be considered will in
many cases be similar.

This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it addresses requirements that are
applicable to the design of the underground
facility of the GROA which could affect the
design of ESF permanent components. Once the
ESF to incorporated into the GROA, the
underground portion of the ESF will be
considered part of the underground facility.
The underground facility consists of the
underground structure, including openings and
backfill materials, but excluding hafts,
boreholes, and their seals. Consequently,
this section is applicable, by definition,
only to the underground portion of the ESF.
Nevertheless, the DOE may choose to apply some
of these criteria to the design and
construction of the exploratory shafts, since
some of the criteria to be considered will in
many cases be similar.
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This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since t addresses requirements that
are applicable to the design of the
underground facility of the CROA which could
affect the design of ESF permanent
components. Once the ESF is incorporated into
the ROA, the underground portion of the ESF
will be considered part of the underground
facility. The underground facility consists
of the underground structure, including
openings and backfill materials, but excluding
shafts, boreholes, and their seals.
Consequently, this section is applicable, by
definition, only to the underground portion of
the ESF. Nevertheless, the DOE may choose to
apply some of these criteria to the design and
construction of the exploratory shafts, since
some of the criteria to be considered will in
many cases be similar.

This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it addresses requirements that
are applicable to the design of the
underground facility of the GROA which
could affect the design of ESF permanent
components. Once the ESF is incorporated into
the GROA, the underground portion of the ESF
will be considered part of the underground
facility. The underground facility consists
of the underground structure, including
openings and backfill materials, but excluding
shafts, boreholes, and their seals.
Consequently, this section is applicable, by
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definition, only to the underground portion of
the ESF. Nevertheless, the DOE may choose to
apply some of these criteria to the design and
construction of the exploratory shafts, since
some of the criteria to be considered will in
many cases be similar.

This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it addresses requirements that
are applicable to the design of the
underground facility of the ROA which could
affect the design of ESP permanent
components. Once the ESF is incorporated into
the GROA, the underground portion of the ESF
will be considered part of the underground
facility. The underground facility consists
of the underground structure, including
openings and backfill materials, but excluding
shafts, boreholes, and their seals.
Consequently, this section is applicable, by
definition, only to the underground portion of
the ESF. Nevertheless, the DOE may choose to
apply some of these criteria to the design and
construction of t exploratory shafts, since
some of the criteria to be considered will in
many cases be similar.
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This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it addresses requirements that are
applicable to the design of the underground
facility of the GROA which could affect the
design of ESF permanent components. Once the
ES i incorporated into the GROA, the
underground portion of the EF will be
considered part of the underground facility.
The underground facility consists of the
underground structure, including openings and
backfill materials, but excluding shafts,
boreholes, and their seals. Consequently,
this section is applicable, by definition,
only to the underground portion of the ESF.
Nevertheless, the DOE may choose to apply some
of these criteria to the design and
construction of the exploratory shafts, since
some f the criteria to be considered will in
many cases be similar.

This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it addresses requirements that are
applicable to the design of the underground
facility of the GROA which could affect the
design of ESF permanent components. Once the
ESF is incorporated into the GROA, the
underground portion of the ESF will be
considered part of the underground facility.
The underground facility consists of the
underground structure, including openings and
backfill materials, but excluding shafts,
boreholes, and their seals. Consequently,
this section is applicable, by definition,
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only to the underground portion of the ESF
Nevertheless, he DOE may choose to apply some
of these criteria to the design and
construction of the exploratory shafts, since
some of the criteria to be considered will in
many cases be similar.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses requirements
that are specifically applicable to the design
of postclosure seals, so that they don't
become preferential pathways that could
compromise the isolation capability of the
geologic repository. Although the design and
construction of the SF should take into
consideration the sealing concept that will be
used, his section is not the one that imposes
that requirement on the shafts. That
provision is covered by the requirement that
the design must facilitate permanent closure,
as stipulated in 60.21(c)(11).

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses requirements
that are specifically applicable to the
materials and emplacement method to be used
for postclosure seals, so that they reduce the
potential for pathways that could compromise
the isolation capability of the geologic
repository. Although the design and
construction of the ESF should take into
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consideration the sealing concept that will be
used, this ection is not the one that imposes
that requirement on the shafts. That
provision i covered by the requirement that
the design must facilitate permanent closure,
as stipulated in 60.21(c)(11).

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses criteria that
are specifically applicable to the waste
packages.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses criteria that
are specifically applicable to the waste
packages.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since t only addresses criteria that
are specifically applicable to the waste
packages.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses criteria that
are specifically applicable to the waste
packages.

This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it requires that the CROA be
designed to permit the implementation c.
performance confirmation program. Since the
ESF will be incorporated into the ROA, the
ESF must make provisions for such a testing
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program. Furthermore, 60.140(b) stipulates
that this program shall have been started
during site characterization, and hence the
testing would need to be conducted in the ESF.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only describes the general
purpose and scope of the performance
confirmation program.

This section imposes requirements on the
on the ESF since it requires that the
performance confirmation program shall
have been started during site
characterization. Hence, the design of the
ESF would have to make provisions to
accommodate such testing.

This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it requires that the
performance confirmation pogram shall
include in situ monitoring and in situ
experiments. ence, the design of the SF
would have to make provisions to accommodate
such testing.

This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it places certain constraints
on the conduct of the performance
confirmation program, some or most of which
will be performed n the ESF. The section
requires that the performance confirmation
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program be implemented o that it does not
adversely affect the capability of the natural
and engineered elements of the geologic
repository to meet the performance
objectives. Hence, certain controls must be
placed on the conduct of the tests in the ESF.

This section does not in itself impose any
requirements on the design, construction, or
operation of the ESF since it only addresses
requirements that are specifically applicable
to the conduct or capabilities of the
performance confirmation program. That is,
the program must be capable of obtaining
baseline data and analyzing any perturbances
to that data that may be caused by site
characterization, construction, or operations
(60.140(d)(2)). It must also be able to
monitor nd analyze changes from the baseline
condition of parameters that could affect the
performance of the geologic repository
(60.140(d)(3)). Furthermore, the performance
confirmation program must provide an
established plan for feedback and analysi of
data, and implementation of appropriate action
(60.140(d)(b)). All of these are
characteristics or aspects of the program
rather than requirements on the ESF.
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This section imposed requirements on the
ESF since it identifies the types of
tests that must be carried out as part of the
performance confirmation program. Since some
if not most of the performance confirmation
testing will be conducted in the ESF, even
after it has been incorporated into the GROA,
the design of the ESF would have to make
provisions to accommodate such testing.

This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since t identifies the types of
tests that must be carried out as part
of the performance confirmation program.
Since some If not most of the performance
confirmation testing will be conducted in the
ESF, even after it has been incorporated nto
the GROA, the design of the ESF would have to
make provisions to accommodate such testing.

This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it identifies the types of
tests that must be carried out as part
of the performance confirmation program.
Since some if not most of the performance
confirmation testing will be conducted in the
ESF, even after it has been incorporate into
the GROA, make provisions to accommodate such
testing.
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This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since t requires that potential
modifications to the design or to the
construction methods may be needed as a result
of the performance confirmation tests when
compared with the original design bases and
assumptions. While the ESF will most likely
have been fully constructed by the time such
test results are available, certain changes to
the design may still be warranted.

This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it identifies the types of
tests that must be carried out as part
of the performance confirmation program.
Since some if not most of the performance
confirmation testing will be conducted in the
ESF, even after it has been incorporated into
the GROA, the design of the ESF would have to
make provisions to accommodate such testing.

This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it identifies the types of
tests that must be carried out as part
of the performance confirmation program.
Since more if not most of the performance
confirmation testing will be conducted in the
ESF, even after it has been incorporated into
the GROA, the design of the ESF would have to
make provisions to accommodate such testing.
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This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it identifies that the per-
formance confirmation design testing
shall be initiated as early as is
practicable. While no specific time
constraint is specified, it provides the
expectation that such testing hould not be
unduly delayed. Since some if not most of the
performance confirmation testing will be
conducted in the ESF, even after t has been
incorporated into the ROA, the design of the
ESF would have to make provisions to
accommodate such testing and the timing for
initiation of each test would have to be
properly considered in be testing schedule.

This ection imposes requirements on the
ESF since it identifies the type of
tests that must be carried out as part
of the performance confirmation program.
Since some if not most of the performance
confirmation testing will be conducted in the
ESF, even after t has been incorporated into
the GROA, the design of the ESF would ave to
make provisions to accommodate such testing.

This section imposes requirements on the
ESF since it identifies the types of
tests that must be carried out as part
of the performance confirmation program.
Since some if not most of the performance
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confirmation testing will be conducted in the
ESF, even after it has been incorporated nto
the CROA, the design of the ESF would have to
make provisions to accommodate such testing.

60.143(a) This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses performance
confirmation monitoring and testing that is
specifically applicable to the waste
packages. Since, even after the ESP has been
incorporated into the GROA, the ESF portion of
the GROA will not contain waste packages, and
therefore no provisions would have to be made
in the ESF to accommodate such tests.

60.143(b) This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses performance
confirmation monitoring and testing that is
specifically applicable to the waste
packages. Since, even after the ESF has been
incorporated into the GROA, the ESF portion of
the GROA will not contain waste packages, and
therefore no provisions would have to be made
in the ESF to accommodate such tests.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses performance
confirmation monitoring that is specifically
applicable to the waste packages, and that
will be conducted in the laboratory.
Therefore no provisions would have to be made
in the ESF to accommodate such monitoring.
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This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it only addresses performance
confirmation monitoring that is specifically
applicable to the waste packages. Since, even
after the ESF has been incorporated into the
GROA, the ESF portion of the GROA will not
contain waste packages, and therefore no
provisions would have to be made in the ESF to
accommodate such tests.

This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since it is only an introductory
paragraph defining quality assurance and
identifying its scope. It only introduces the
remaining sections on QA, but does not in
itself impose requirements.

This section imposes requirements on the
ESF to the extent that any ESF structure,
system, or component is determined to be
important to afety, any barrier determined to
be important to waste isolation, or any
activity to be conducted in the ESF is either
important to safety or waste isolation. These
activities would include site characteri-
zation, construction, operations, performance
confirmation, permanent closure, and deconta-
mination and dismantlement of surface facili-
ties. Therefore, certain controls would have
to be placed on these items and activities,
both before and after the SF has been
incorporated into the GROA.
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This section impose requirements on the
ESF to the extent that any ESF structure,
system, or component is determined to be
important to safety, any barrier determined to
be important to waste isolation, or any
activity to be conducted in the ESF is either
important to safety or waste isolation. These
activities would include site
characterization, construction, operations,
performance confirmation, permanent closure.
and decontamination and dismantlement of
surface facilities. Therefore, certain
controls would have to be placed on these
items and activities, both before and after
the ESF has been incorporated into the GROA.
This section requires that the QA program
should be based on the criteria of 10 CR Part
50 Appendix B.

This section does not impose requirement on
the ESF since it only addresses requirements
that are specifically applicable to training
and certification of personnel. The section
is ntended to cover performance of licensed
operations, and therefore would not be
relevant at this time.
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156. 60.161 X This section does not impose requirements on
the ESF since t only addresses requirements
that are specifically applicable to training
and certification of personnel. The section
is intended to cover performance of licensed
operations, and therefore would not be
relevant at this time.

157. 60.162 X This section does not impose requirement on
the ESF since it only addresses requirements
that are specifically applicable to training
and certification of personnel. The section
is intended to cover performance of licensed
operations, and therefore would not be
relevant at this time.



ATTACHMENT J

TOG Member's Statement



T0G Member's Statement
(Filed by D. Michlewicz)

In my opinion, the conclusions that 10 CR 60.111(a) is applicable to the ESF
but that 10 CR 60.131(a) is not are inconsistent. 60.111(a) deals with
radiological protection of the public in unrestricted areas and 60.131(a)
deals ith radiological protection of workers. They both pertain to
essentially the same thing; compliance with 10 CPR 20 and, in the case of
60.111(a), 40 C 191, Subpart , during the time hen radioactive materials
will be handled in the repository. Compliance with 10 CFR 20 is achieved
through engineering measures and operational controls which are not subject to
the requirements of 10 CFR 60, Subpart G and which are not precluded by the
design of the ESF. Rather, the configuration and design of the ESF may have
to be considered n the repository design provisions for compliance with 10
CFR 20. If one were to stretch this relationship to an argument that such
consideration imposes some requirement on the ESF, then a better case can be
made for applicability of 60.131(a) than 60.111(a). This is because the ESF
will be used for underground ventilation and, thus, may play a role in
controlling concentration of any radioactive materials released into the
underground air - where te workers are. On the other hand, as far as public
exposure is concerned, any radionuclides released from the underground can be
controlled by filters and/or a stack. In fact, as far as public routine
exposure is concerned, failure of the shaft resulting in termination of
exhaust from the repository would result in termination of any radionuclide
release.


